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FIRST DATE IDEAS FOR UR MARRIAGE PACT BOO

-Betsy Wagner, breaking up 
with Jack soon?
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Staff “Total Drama Island Characters” Box

I wanna take a 
ferry somewhere

 Whether you read the earlier edition of this article is besides, but if you need some explanation to 
this random collection of words, let me help you out. Perusing through the library I found, “The Slang Dic-
tionary.” It includes loads of peculiar words and phrases that have unfortunately been deemed “unecessary” 
for the modern English language. In order to fully allow the understanding of each word a definition has 
been provided along with sentence’s featuring different sorts of dilemmas. 

Natty - pretty, neat, tidy
“After picking up all of the natty lite cans, the d chi patio was looking quite natty itself!”

Old Gooseberry - the devil
“Old gooseberry himself made me do it himself, otherwise I would steal from Slayter, I swear!”

Peck-alley - the throat
“I was shoving so many dawgs down my peck-alley when I started to choke and needed the Heimlich re-
mover.”

Quid-Nunc - an inquisitive person, always seeking for news. The words translated simply signify, “What 
now?”
“Quite like a tabloid, the quid-nunc asked me if I actually loved my boyfriend or not.”

Rule of the Roast - to be at the head of affairs, to be “cock of the walk.”
“Some might even call him the rule of the roast, I mean he was elected to DCGA.”

Sanguinary James - a raw sheep’s head
“This week the spice bowl is serving Sanguinary James, with toppings of carrots, chives, and honey mus-
tard!”

Tike - dog stealing
“I was trying to tike that little yorki, when Campo showed up so I made a run for it.”

Uncle - the pawnbroker
“Hey uncle! How much for a Molecule air purifier?”

Vardy - verdict, vulgarly used as opinion
“Well my vardy is that we’re just as bad off with or without Whistler.”

Whistling-Shop - a place in which spirits are sold without a license
“Yeah, that guy’s apartment is basically a whistling-shop, but only if you like Southern Comfort.”

X :( no slang for X

Yay-Nay - a fellow who has no conversational power, and can only answer yay or nay to a question
“She was so hot but only a yay-nay, I could barely talk to her!”

Zounds! - a sudden exclamation: abbreviation of “God’s wounds!”
“Zounds! Is it worth f*cking my best friend’s ex-girlfriend? I mean we got each other in Marriage Pact, so 
only fair, right?” -Betsy Wagner, Literate

BANGIN’ SLANG! (PART 2)


